
A serious stack of chilling in a range 

of glacier colours to compliment all 

shades of long drinks.

The chill designed for tumbler drinks; 

the glacier coloured double-cubes 

can be doubled up for longer glasses.

A range of crystal-like double-

walled insulated glasses for durable 

outdoor use.

by

CHILLBALL
           is flexible. 

2 x clip sizes fit medium and large 

traditional shaped wine glasses 

(from 200 to 350 ml).

Made in food grade materials, 

                             is durable and 

resistant to staining and odours.



“Most white 
and rosé wines 
are best enjoyed 
chilled. 
Yet keeping 
a glass cold 
remained one 
of my great 
conundrums.”

In a bar, at a BBQ, on the beach or by a winter’s log fire, wine is 

predictable: it warms up too fast. Should I drop in ice, or simply 

drink faster? Should I pour a little and top up often? As a wine 

enthusiast, these were problems that vexed me.

Eureka moments don’t come often. Archimedes had his in a 

bathtub; I had mine in Spain, at my favourite beach bar - Pedro’s. 

It was summer, 32 degrees and I was drinking a crisp rosé that 

Spain is so good at producing. Noticing my attempts to keep my 

wineglass cool, a waiter proffered ice. I politely refused. I didn’t 

want a watered-down spritzer, nor did I trust the water. As I felt 

my rosé rapidly warm, I pondered solutions for the perfect chill. 

After much contemplation with Pedro, some of it memorable, 

CHILLBALL was finally born.

They say ‘in vino veritas’ - ‘in wine lies the truth’.  

I don’t know the Latin for ‘CHILLBALL’ but the cold truth is: 

temperature affects taste, and you can’t send the wine back  

once it gets warm.

CHILLBALL was conceived with my toes in the sand, trialed in  

a sauna, rigorously tested with friends, and proven to work.  

A born philanthropist, I decided to share it with the world (after 

patenting the idea of course!). So enjoy CHILLBALL with your 

friends: pour a long wine, sit back and chill, right to the bottom 

of the glass.

David: inventor, wine-inspired philosopher.

Wash before using the first time, then freeze. Clip CHILLBALL 

securely to the rim of the wine glass. Pour a new glass, snap 

on a fresh ball.

The caddy (box and ice tray) can be compactly stored in the 

freezer with clips folded away. Clips can also be left attached 

to balls in the ice tray.

Balls should be hand-washed. All other parts can be machine 

washed, though hand washing will prolong the product life.

 

Avoid dropping balls as they may crack and avoid scratching 

with sharp objects such as tongs. Always use CHILLBALL 

with the clips provided for a secure attachment to the glass.

 

The flexible clips are designed and shaped to work with most 

traditional shaped wine glasses typically ranging from 200ml 

to 350ml (medium to large sized glasses).

 

Independent tests confirmed CHILLBALL can have a chilling 

effect for up to 30 minutes when used with pre-chilled wine.  

Air temperature and wine temperature as well as wine 

volume, will determine the actual length of chill.

 

A good indication is when the frozen centre of the gel inside 

the ball has completely disappeared. Even then, CHILLBALL 

will be far cooler than the surrounding wine and so still 

chilling.

 

CHILLBALL will help chill warm wine. However it been 

designed specifically to maintain pre-chilled wine at or close 

to the served temperature; for example, when poured straight 

out of a refrigerator.

 

Much the same time as water takes to freeze in an ice-tray.  

We recommend a minimum of 4 hours in the freezer 

(assumes -18 to -22 degrees C).

 

Whilst specifically styled for use in wine shaped glasses, 

CHILLBALL can of course be used with any drink. New chillers 

designed for tumblers and highball glasses are coming soon.

 

A non-toxic gel that provides the longest chill possible, whilst 

remaining stable at high washing temperatures and through 

repeated re-freezes.

 

New products are coming soon including CHILLBALL  

refill packs.

Use & Care

 David: inventor, wine-inspired philosopher.

In Vino Veritas — 


